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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company is embarking on a project to launch a new product
delivery service. You are the project manager for this project
and have just finished the concept phase. The various
outputs/deliverable(s) for this phase include______________
A. Roles and responsibilities of the project manager
B. Scope of work and requirements
C. Project charter and stakeholder register
D. Project management plan
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The project charter signifies official sanction by top
management and starts the planning, or development, phase. This
document formally recognizes the existence of the project and
provides the project manager with the authority to apply
organizational resources to project activities. The stakeholder

register is an output of identify stakeholders and also an
output during the initiating processes.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are asked to configure your SRX Series device to support
IDP SSL inspections for up to 6,000 concurrent HTTP sessions to
a server within your network.
Which two statements are true in this scenario? (Choose two.)
A. You must add at least one PKI certificate.
B. You must enable SSL decoding.
C. You must enable SSL inspection.
D. Junos does not support more than 5000 sessions in this
scenario.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Sie haben den Microsoft Azure-ATP-Arbeitsbereich (Advanced
Threat Protection), der in der Arbeitsbereichsausstellung
angezeigt wird. (Klicken Sie auf die Registerkarte
Arbeitsbereich.)
Die Sensoreinstellungen fÃ¼r den Arbeitsbereich werden wie in
der Sensorausstellung gezeigt konfiguriert. (Klicken Sie auf
die Registerkarte Sensoren.)
Sie mÃ¼ssen sicherstellen, dass Azure ATP Daten in Asien
speichert.
Welche drei Aktionen sollten Sie nacheinander ausfÃ¼hren?
Verschieben Sie zum Beantworten die entsprechenden Aktionen aus
der Liste der Aktionen in den Antwortbereich und ordnen Sie sie
in der richtigen Reihenfolge an.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-advanced-threat-protecti
on/install-atp-step1

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which sequence of steps is used to upgrade Billing and Revenue
Management (BRM)?
A. Install the new BRM files. Update the BRM database. Redeploy
customizations.
Implement new features.
B. Install the new BRM files. Deploy a new BRM schema. Install
and run Oracle

GoldenGate to synchronize data between the previous and the new
schema. Redeploy customizations. Implement new features.
C. Enable the auto-upgrade function, so that when the new
version is detected, it will be downloaded and applied to the
current BRM instance automatically. Check log files on a
regular basis to detect potential errors to be fixed.
D. Install the new BRM files. Deploy a new BRM schema. Install
and run Oracle Data
Integrator (ODI) to extract, transform, and deploy data in the
new database schema.
Redeploy customizations. Implement new features.
Answer: A
Explanation:
References:
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